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By Noted Writer and Nobel Laureate Rabindranath Tagore

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Rabindranath Tagore, also
written Rabindranatha Thakura, (7 May 1861 - 7 August 1941), sobriquet Gurudev, was a Bengali
polymath who reshaped Bengali literature and music, as well as Indian art with Contextual
Modernism in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. Author of Gitanjali and its profoundly sensitive,
fresh and beautiful verse, he became the first non-European to win the Nobel Prize in Literature in
1913. In translation his poetry was viewed as spiritual and mercurial; however, his elegant prose
and magical poetry remain largely unknown outside Bengal. Tagore introduced new prose and
verse forms and the use of colloquial language into Bengali literature, thereby freeing it from
traditional models based on classical Sanskrit. He was highly influential in introducing the best of
Indian culture to the West and vice versa, and he is generally regarded as the outstanding creative
artist of the modern Indian subcontinent, being highly commemorated in India and Bangladesh, as
well as in Sri Lanka, Nepal and Pakistan.
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ReviewsReviews

Most of these ebook is the perfect publication accessible. It is writter in easy terms and not di icult to understand. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Anastasia Kihn-- Anastasia Kihn

Basically no words to explain. I actually have study and that i am sure that i will gonna read once more again down the road. You are going to like just how
the blogger publish this pdf.
-- Ms. Tamara Hackett DVM-- Ms. Tamara Hackett DVM
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